Functional properties of the superior vena cava (SVC)-aorta ganglionated plexus: evidence suggesting an autonomic basis for rapid SVC firing.
the mechanism underlying spontaneous rapid superior vena cava (SVC) firing that initiates atrial fibrillation (AF) remains poorly understood. We investigated the role of the SVC-aorta-ganglionated plexus (SVC-Ao-GP) in AF initiated by rapid firing from the SVC. in 42 dogs, a circular catheter was positioned above the SVC-atrial junction. Multielectrode catheters were sutured on atria, atrial appendages and pulmonary veins. The effective refractory period (ERP) and window of vulnerability (WOV) for AF were measured at all sites in the baseline state, during cervical vagosympathetic trunk stimulation and during SVC-Ao-GP stimulation, before and after SVC-Ao-GP ablation. AF inducibility was also assessed by delivering high-frequency stimulation (HFS) within myocardial refractory period to the SVC before and after SVC-Ao-GP ablation. HFS applied to the SVC-Ao-GP slowed the sinus rate and/or atrioventricular conduction. HFS of the SVC-Ao-GP induced more significant shortening of ERP and a greater increase in WOV at the SVC than other sites. Ablation of the SVC-Ao-GP significantly increased the baseline ERP and decreased the baseline WOV only at the SVC. AF induced at the SVC by HFS during refractoriness was eliminated by ablation of the SVC-Ao-GP but was not altered by ablation of the 4 major atrial GP. Direct injection of acetylcholine into the SVC-Ao-GP initiated rapid firing from the SVC in every case. the SVC-Ao-GP preferentially modulates the electrophysiological function of the SVC sleeves and may contribute to rapid firing from the SVC.